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ABSTRACT Motoneurons in the spinal nucleus of the bulbocavernosus (SNB) express androgen receptors and innervate striated muscles attached to the penis. Previous studies indicated that androgen receptor immunoreactivity in the SNB motoneurons decreases after axotomy and returns to normal only in motoneurons allowed to reinnervate their muscle targets, suggesting that neuron–target interactions play a role in regulating steroid receptor expression in the central nervous system. This study demonstrates that (i) silencing the SNB neuromuscular system with tetrodotoxin did not affect androgen receptor expression in these motoneurons, suggesting that the regulation of androgen receptor is activity-independent; (ii) disruption of axonal transport with vinblastine caused a down-regulation of androgen receptor expression in the SNB motoneurons; and (iii) treatment with brain-derived neurotrophic factor, but not ciliary neurotrophic factor, neurotrophin-4, or glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor, reversed the axotomy-induced down-regulation of androgen receptor expression. These findings demonstrate neurotrophin regulation of steroid receptor expression in the central nervous system in vivo.

Steroid hormones act on the central nervous system (CNS) to organize specific neural circuits during development and to regulate their synaptic organization in adulthood (1, 2). Often the effects of steroid hormones are trophic, in that they promote cell survival; cause somatic, axonal, and dendritic growth; trigger synaptogenesis; and prevent synapse elimination (3). These effects of steroid hormones require binding to ligand-activated receptors that are transcription factors. Protein trophic factors from several different molecular families have similar trophic effects on cell survival and differentiation (4–6). These factors usually act on membrane receptors and involve a cascade of molecular events that includes the activation of different protein kinases (7). The similar effects of steroids and protein trophic factors raises the question of whether the effects of one group are mediated in part by the molecular cascades of the other (8). Recent evidence suggests that steroids and protein trophic factors are colocalized within cells, that steroids regulate expression of trophic factors and/or their receptors (9), and that nerve growth factor can regulate estrogen receptor expression in PC12 cells and explants cultures of neocortex (10, 11). We report that protein trophic factors can regulate expression of steroid receptors in vivo, in an experimentally tractable model system involving a specific population of functionally well defined CNS neurons.

Motoneuronal systems offer significant advantages for studying both the effects of steroids on neurons (1) and the trophic interactions between neuron and target (12). For example, the sexually dimorphic spinal nucleus of the bulbocavernosus (SNB) has proven to be a useful model system for the study of developmental and adult trophic effects of androgens on neurons. SNB motoneurons innervate striated muscles of the penis, the bulbocavernosus (BC), and the levator ani (LA), as well as the external anal sphincter (13, 14). SNB motoneurons and their target BC/LA muscles express androgen receptors (ARs; refs. 13, 15, and 16) and are profoundly influenced by androgen throughout life (1).

Studies on the SNB and other motoneuronal groups indicate that protein trophic factors, synthesized in muscle, Schwann cells, or the motoneurons themselves, regulate neuronal growth and survival during development, regulate neuronal phenotype during adulthood, and influence neuronal response to injury (5, 6, 17, 18). Trophic factors from several classes have potent effects on motoneurons. These include cytokines (8, 19–22), neurotrophins (23–28), and members of the transforming growth factor family (29–32).

When the neuronal cell body is disconnected experimentally from its targets by axotomy, the phenotype of the neuron is dramatically changed, at least partly because target-derived trophic factors can no longer influence the soma (33, 34). For example, axotomy causes down-regulation of proteins related to neurotransmitter synthesis, and up-regulation of trophic factor receptors [e.g., trkB, ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF) receptor, and p75 nerve growth factor receptor; refs. 27 and 35–37] and proteins involved in process outgrowth and recovery (e.g., GAP-43 and calcitonin gene-related peptide; refs. 38 and 39). Because some protein trophic factors are regulated by neuronal or muscular activity, blockade of synaptic transmission or neuronal activity leads to changes in expression of trophic factors (40) that result in changes in neuronal phenotype (41, 42).

We recently reported that AR immunoreactivity (ARir) in the SNB motoneurons is significantly reduced after axotomy and that this reduction is fully reversed only in motoneurons allowed to reinnervate the BC/LA muscles (16, 43). This loss of ARir could be explained either by the loss of neuromuscular activity caused by axotomy, or by the loss of protein trophic factors derived from muscle, or both. In particular, we were
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interested in the idea that motoneuronal steroid receptors might be regulated by target-derived protein trophic factors. In this study, we tested these ideas by blocking neuronal activity with tetrodotoxin (TTX) or by blocking axoplasmic transport with vinblastine (VBL: ref. 44). Moreover, we applied several protein trophic factors to the cut end of the severed motor nerve to determine if specific factors altered the expression of ARir. We chose representatives of three families of factors known to have trophic effects on motoneurons: (i) the cytokine CNTF (20–22, 45), which has potent effects on the developing SNB system (8, 46, 47); (ii) two neurotrophins, brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and neurotrophin-4 (NT-4; refs. 25–27, 48, and 49); and (iii) the transforming growth factor family member glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF), which is 75% more effective than the neurotrophins in supporting the survival of purified embryonic rat motoneurons in culture (30–32). The results of these studies indicate that ARir in SNB motoneurons is severely reduced by blockade of axoplasmic transport but not by TTX-induced decrease in neuromuscular activity. Furthermore, BDNF prevents the axotomy-induced reduction of ARir, and GDNF exacerbates the loss of ARir.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Adult Sprague–Dawley rats (60 days or older) were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (55 mg/kg). The motor branch of the pudendal nerve, which contains SNB axons, was exposed as it passes over the pelvic muscles as they enter the LAMuscle complex.

Activity Block. The pudendal nerve was fitted with a cylindrical Silastic cuff (4–5 mm, 1.6 mm i.d., 3.2 mm o.d.) attached via Silastic tubing (0.64 mm i.d., 1.2 mm o.d.) to a subcutaneously implanted mini-osmotic pump (total volume 100 μl, rate 12 μl per day; Alza). In experimental animals (n = 5), the pumps contained 500 mg/ml TTX (Sigma) in Hank’s balanced salt solution containing 200 units of penicillin and 200 μg of streptomycin. Control animals (n = 5) received pumps filled with vehicle only. Five days later, animals were anesthetized and injected bilaterally with wheat-germ agglutinin conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (WGA-HRP; Sigma) into the BC/LA muscle complex (2.5% in saline, 8 μl per side). The ability of the motoneurons to transport WGA-HRP retrogradely to the cell body allowed an assessment of physical damage caused by the placement of the Silastic cuff. Approximately 20 h after WGA-HRP injections, the activity block was tested in each subject by visual evaluation of muscle response to electrical stimulation of the cuffed pudendal nerve. The animals were then given an overdose of sodium pentobarbital and perfused with heparinized saline followed by 5% phosphate-buffered acrolein. After perfusion, the lower lumbar spinal cord was removed, postfixed for 2 h, immersed in 20% sucrose overnight, and sectioned horizontally (40 μm) on a freezing microtome. Alternate sections were stained immunocytochemically for AR with a 3,3′-diaminobenzidine (DAB) reaction (see below), mounted on subbed slides, and counterstained with cresyl violet. The other sections were reacted with DAB to label the retrogradely transported WGA-HRP, then counterstained immunocytochemically for AR with nickel-intensified DAB (see below), and mounted on subbed slides.

Blockade of Axoplasmic Transport. The pudendal nerve was exposed bilaterally and wrapped for 15 min with a 2-mm piece of cotton wool soaked in either 50 μl of 300 μM VBL (Sigma) in 0.9% saline (n = 6) or 50 μl of saline alone (n = 6). The cotton-wrapped nerve was isolated from surrounding tissues by a piece of Parafilm. This treatment significantly disrupts axonal flow for at least 4–5 days with little morphological damage to the axon (44, 50). Five days later, animals were anesthetized and injected bilaterally with WGA-HRP into the BC/LA muscle complex to check for the effectiveness of VBL.

inhibition of retrograde transport. Approximately 20 h after WGA-HRP injections, the animals were anesthetized, and the ability of the nerve to conduct action potentials was assessed by observing the amount of muscle contraction elicited by electrical stimulation of the pudendal nerve. All animals showed a robust response in the muscles after nerve stimulation; therefore, none was excluded from the study. The rats were then perfused, and the lumbar cord was sectioned and processed for WGA-HRP labeling and ARir, as above.

Trophic Factor Treatment. The pudendal nerve was exposed unilaterally and cut, and the proximal stump was sutured into a Silastic cup (made of medical-grade Silastic adhesive molded into a hollow cylinder 1–2 mm in diameter sealed on one end) containing a 5 × 5 × 3 mm piece of Gelfoam (Upjohn) soaked in approximately 75 μl of one of the following: (i) 0.1 M PBS (n = 5), (ii) BDNF (2.9 mg/ml in PBS, n = 5), (iii) NT-4 (0.05 mg/ml in PBS, n = 5), or (iv) CNTF (3 mg/ml PBS, n = 4; trophic factors provided by Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Tarrytown, NY). Another group was axotomized, and the cut stumps were left in place without manipulation (n = 5). One week later, the animals were perfused, and the spinal cords were processed as described above. Animals with displaced Silastic cups or infections were excluded from the study.

Three additional groups were added in a follow-up study. The pudendal nerve was severed bilaterally, and the proximal stump was sutured into a Silastic cup containing a piece of Gelfoam soaked in 0.1 M PBS on the control side. On the other side, the proximal stump was left in place without manipulation or sutured into a Silastic cup containing a piece of Gelfoam soaked in either BDNF (2.9 mg/ml PBS, n = 5) or GDNF (1 mg/ml PBS, n = 5; Amgen). Silastic cups were examine 1 week after axotomy, and the animals were killed and perfused as in the previous experiment. After perfusion, the lower lumbar spinal cord was removed and processed as described above.

Histology. AR immunostaining was carried out according to the protocol of Al-Shamma and Arnold (43). In short, sections were incubated in PG-21 antibody (a gift of G. Prins, University of Illinois, Chicago) for 48 h at 4°C. This antibody was diluted to 0.5–1 μg/ml in 2% normal goat serum, 0.3% Triton X-100 in Tris-buffered saline (TBS). Sections were rinsed and incubated in goat anti-rabbit antibody (for 1 h), then rinsed and incubated in avidin-biotin-peroxidase reagent (1 h; Vector Laboratories Elite ABC kit). After rinsing with TBS, the tissue was incubated in DAB solution (0.05% in TBS) with H2O2 (0.003%) for about 5 min. The latter reaction gives a dark brown nuclear stain. Sections were counterstained with cresyl violet.

Sections from the activity and axoplasmic transport block experiments that were stained for WGA-HRP and counterstained for AR were treated as follows. Sections were incubated in sodium borohydride solution (0.1% in distilled H2O) for 10 min, rinsed three times in TBS, and incubated in DAB solution (0.05% in TBS) with H2O2 (0.003%) for about 15 min. The last step gives a brown reaction product in the cytoplasm of the retrogradely labeled cells. The sections were rinsed and counterstained for AR as above, except that nickel chloride solution (8% in H2O) was added to the final DAB reaction at a concentration of 1.200. The latter reaction gives a dark blue-black nuclear stain that contrasts to the brown cytoplasmic stain. The sections were mounted on subbed slides, dried, rehydrated, washed in distilled water, dehydrated, and cleared in xylenes.

ARir. ARir was measured in two ways by an observer who was unaware of the treatment condition of the tissue. For the first measure, the density of ARir was judged on a four-point scale: 0 for no detectable labeling, 1 for low, 2 for medium, or 3 for high. Twenty SNB motoneurons with distinct nuclei were sampled from each side of the spinal cord. An
equal number of SNB motoneurons were measured on the treated and control side of each section analyzed, and motoneurons were analyzed in alternate sections to avoid measuring a single motoneuron twice. The measure of receptor density was the percentage of motoneurons with medium or high ARir. In the following text, the phrase “change in density of AR” is used as a shorthand for “change in percentage of SNB neurons with medium or high density of AR labeling.” For the second measure, all SNB cells with distinct nuclei containing AR were counted in alternate sections spanning the dorsoventral extent of the SNB.

Data Analysis. The average cross-sectional area of SNB motoneuronal nuclei on the treated and control sides of the spinal cord was assessed for each animal using a computer with image analysis software (NIH IMAGE), attached to a light microscope. Twenty AR-immunoreactive nuclei with clear boundaries were sampled from each side of the cord. SNB nuclei that met these criteria were measured in alternate sections sampled from throughout the dorsoventral extent of the SNB. From these measures, the mean nuclear diameter of SNB cells on the treated and control side was calculated for each animal. The raw counts of AR-immunoreactive SNB motoneurons were corrected by the method of Abercrombie (51), normalized with a log transformation, and subjected to an ANOVA.

For all of the experiments, a two-way ANOVA was run on each of the two measures of ARir. Each of these two ANOVAs had one within-group factor (side of cord; treated vs. intact control) and one between-group factor (type of treatment), and was followed by protected planned comparisons where appropriate (two-tailed Bonferroni test). For all tests, P values of <0.05 were considered statistically significant. Data are presented as the mean ± SEM.

RESULTS

Activity Block. After 1 week of treatment with TTX, stimulation of the treated pudendal nerve in each rat failed to elicit any response in the target musculature, in contrast to a robust response in control rats. In addition, WGA-HRP labeling did not differ between the treated and control rats. These findings indicate that the activity block was complete and did not affect retrograde transport in treated motoneurons. There were no significant differences between treated and control rats in the density of ARir or number of AR-immunoreactive motoneurons (ANOVA, P > 0.05; Figs. 1 and 2), indicating that TTX did not reduce the level of ARir.

Blockade of Axoplasmic Transport. One week after treatment with VBL, WGA-HRP labeling was absent on the treated side compared with complete labeling on the control side, indicating that VBL successfully blocked retrograde transport. The group treated with saline showed no noticeable differences in the number of WGA-HRP-labeled motoneurons between the treated and control sides. In contrast, electrical stimulation of VBL-treated SNB axons elicited a robust response in the target musculature, demonstrating that neuronal activity was not disrupted. There was a significant effect of side on density of ARir and a significant interaction between side and treatment group (ANOVA, P < 0.0001 and 0.0002, respectively). These effects reflect the decrease in the density of ARir on the treated side of the VBL group to 28% of the contralateral control side, compared with no significant difference in ARir between sides of the saline-treated control group (Figs. 1 and 3). Similarly, there was a significant effect of side on the total number of AR-immunoreactive motoneurons (P < 0.0003 and 0.0001, respectively), and a significant interaction between side and treatment on the number of AR-immunoreactive motoneurons (P < 0.02). Post hoc analysis indicated that axotomized motoneurons receiving no treatment showed the most dramatic drop in the density measure and number of AR-immunoreactive motoneurons to 53% and 76% of the contralateral control side, respectively.

Fig. 1. Composite photomicrograph showing ARir (dark nuclear stain) in SNB motoneurons in two horizontal rows, counterstained with cresyl violet (gray cytoplasm). (A) TTX treatment did not affect ARir on the treated side (bottom row) compared with the control side. (B) In contrast, VBL treatment caused a significant decrease in ARir on the treated side (bottom row) compared with the control side. Note the absence of dense nuclear labeling in motoneurons on the treated side of the cord. (C) Compared with PBS (top row), treatment of axotomized motoneurons with BDNF (bottom row) significantly attenuated the decrease in ARir after axotomy. Note the paucity of dense nuclear labeling on the PBS-treated side compared with the BDNF-treated side. (Bar = 100 μm.)

Trophic Factor Treatment. There was a significant effect of side on both the density and number of AR-immunoreactive motoneurons (P < 0.0003 and 0.0001, respectively), and a significant interaction between side and treatment on the number of AR-immunoreactive motoneurons (P < 0.02). Post hoc analysis indicated that axotomized motoneurons receiving no treatment showed the most dramatic drop in the density measure and number of AR-immunoreactive motoneurons to 53% and 76% of the contralateral control side, respectively.
Treatment with CNTF or NT-4 did not restore the density (59% and 61% of control; \( P < 0.02 \) and \( P < 0.006 \), respectively; Fig. 4) or number (76% and 88% of control, respectively; CNTF: \( P < 0.04, 85 \pm 10.7 \) vs. \( 111 \pm 9.5 \); NT-4: \( P < 0.05, 97 \pm 6.9 \) vs. \( 110 \pm 8 \)) of AR-immunoreactive motoneurons. Treatment with PBS caused a restoration in the number of AR-immunoreactive motoneurons to control levels (94% of control; \( P < 0.05 \); Fig. 4). In contrast to all other treatments, BDNF restored both the density and number of AR-immunoreactive motoneurons to control levels (84% and 107% of control, respectively; \( P < 0.05 \); ARir number \( 110.3 \pm 6.7 \) vs. \( 97.2 \pm 4.3 \)).

The previous experiment suggested that BDNF partially prevented axotomy-induced loss of ARir in SNB motoneurons, but left open the possibility that PBS alone might also have a similar effect. We re-investigated the effects of BDNF and PBS using a within-animal design that allows direct comparison of the two. Moreover, we used the same design to compare the effects of PBS and no treatment, and PBS and GDNF. The pudendal nerve was cut bilaterally in all rats, and groups of rats received (i) PBS applied to the cut nerve on one side and BDNF on the other side, (ii) PBS on one side and GDNF on the other, or (iii) PBS on one side and no treatment on the other.

There was a significant interaction between side and treatment group in both the density and number of AR-immunoreactive motoneurons (\( P < 0.002 \) and \( 0.007 \), respectively). Post hoc analysis confirmed the restorative effects of BDNF. Both the density measure and the number of AR-immunoreactive motoneurons were higher on the BDNF-treated side compared with the PBS control side (127.14%, \( P < 0.03 \), and 113.4%, \( P < 0.04 \), respectively; ARir number \( 110.3 \pm 6.7 \) vs. \( 97.2 \pm 4.3 \)). In contrast, there were no significant differences in the density measure and number of AR-immunoreactive motoneurons between the untreated and PBS-treated control sides (101.7% and 90.5%, respectively; \( P > 0.05 \); ARir number \( 67 \pm 5 \) untreated vs. \( 74.2 \pm 3.1 \) PBS). Surprisingly, GDNF caused a significant decrease in both the density measure and the number of AR-immunoreactive motoneurons on the treated side compared with the PBS-treated control side (75.4%, \( P < 0.01 \), and 77.9%, \( P < 0.03 \), respectively; Figs. 1 and 5; ARir number \( 67.3 \pm 7.1 \) vs. \( 86.2 \pm 5 \)).

**DISCUSSION**

This study strongly supports the idea that protein neurotrophic factors, specifically BDNF, can regulate the expression of neuronal ARs, which are ligand-activated nuclear transcription factors in the nuclear hormone receptor superfamily (52). The evidence supporting this idea is as follows. (i) Severing the axonal connection between SNB motoneurons and their target muscles causes a steep decline in ARir, which is fully reestablished only after the motoneurons regrow to the muscles (16, 43). (ii) Blockade of axoplasmic transport with VBL mimicked the effect of axotomy, reducing the number of AR-immunoreactive SNB motoneurons to 49% of control and the incidence of well labeled motoneurons to 29% of control. Thus, axoplasmic transport is required for normal expression of AR. In contrast, inhibiting neuronal and muscular activity with TTX had no effect. (iii) Application of the neurotrophin...
BDNF, but not NT-4, CNTF, or GDNF, prevented the loss of motoneuronal ARir caused by axotomy.

Treatment with VBL confirmed our initial studies showing the importance of target-derived factors on the expression of AR in SNB motoneurons (16, 43). VBL disrupts axonal transport without grossly affecting synaptic transmission, and it causes extensive changes in the molecular profile of the treated motoneurons. For example, application of VBL to the sciatic nerve causes an increase in motoneuronal expression of α-calcitonin gene-related peptide (50). VBL blocks axonal flow most effectively about 5 days after treatment (44). The similar decrease in ARir after axotomy and VBL treatment suggests that muscle-derived factors regulate levels of ARs in SNB motoneurons. Alternatively, VBL may have influenced Schwann cell expression of trophic factors.

Previous studies have shown that disruption of neuronal activity with TTX or botulinum toxin causes axotomy-like changes in the silenced motoneurons, which can be reversed by electrical stimulation of the muscle and hence are attributed to changes in muscle properties (41, 42, 53). Accordingly, it was important to determine if the loss of ARir after axotomy could be attributed to loss of neuronal or muscular activity. We found no effect of TTX on expression of ARir. The absence of a TTX effect indicates that AR expression is not influenced by synaptic transmission, by neuronal or muscular activity, or by trophic factors that are regulated by such activity (40).

The effects of axotomy and VBL pointed to a role for muscle-derived trophic factors in regulation of AR. Therefore, we compared the effects of BDNF, NT-4, CNTF, and PBS, each applied to the cut end of axotomized SNB motoneurons. Only BDNF restored ARir in axotomized SNB motoneurons to intact contralateral control levels. However, PBS treatment appeared more effective than NT-4 or CNTF, and closer to BDNF in its effects on ARir. To compare the effect of PBS and trophic factors in the same animal, we sectioned pudendal nerves bilaterally and applied PBS to one proximal nerve, and BDNF or GDNF to the other. A third group received PBS on one side and no treatment on the other. This experiment clearly confirmed that BDNF was significantly better than PBS at preventing the effects of axotomy on ARir, and indeed, that PBS was not different from no treatment. In contrast to BDNF, GDNF caused a significant decrease in ARir compared with PBS.

Because only one dose was used for each trophic factor, we cannot conclude that these results prove that NT-4 or CNTF are biologically ineffective in regulating ARir. Moreover, because diffusion of the factors was uncontrolled, the different trophic factors may have been available for different periods of time, depending on their rates of diffusion and catabolism. The doses were selected based on the solubility of each trophic factor, and in some cases, on doses that have been found effective in previous studies (31, 49). Although further studies are required to rule out effects of NT-4 and CNTF, the present results have clearly shown that at these doses, BDNF increases expression of ARir, and GDNF decreases ARir.

Each of the trophic factors that we used acts on different receptors, except for BDNF and NT-4, which both act via the trkB receptor (54, 55). trkB is expressed in SNB and other motoneurons (27). In facial and sciatic motoneurons, trkB mRNA is up-regulated by axotomy, suggesting a role for BDNF and/or NT-4 in survival and regeneration of injured motoneurons (27). However, mRNA levels of NT-4 and BDNF differ in adult neuromuscular systems. For example, after axotomy or neuromuscular blockade with TTX or α-bungarotoxin, NT-4 mRNA is rapidly down-regulated in adult skeletal muscle (40, 57). This down-regulation suggests that NT-4 is likely involved in the maintenance of the neuromuscular system rather than as a mediator of regrowth after injury. Because NT-4 treatment did not affect AR expression in the SNB motoneurons, this factor is probably not involved in the regulation of AR. These results are consistent with the results of the first experiment employing TTX to block synaptic transmission. The failure of TTX to alter AR levels in the SNB suggests that these receptors do not depend on factors regulated by muscular activity, including NT-4. Viewed from a different perspective, because the BC/LA muscle targets of the SNB are fast twitch muscles, our results are compatible with the finding of Funakoshi et al. (40) that NT-4 is expressed primarily in slow twitch muscle fibers.

Unlike NT-4, BDNF mRNA levels are up-regulated after peripheral nerve lesion in the Schwann cells surrounding the distal portion of the nerve and in the denervated muscle (27, 57, 58). Further, BDNF is retrogradely transported from muscle to α motoneurons, as demonstrated by radiolabeled BDNF injections into limb muscles (27). The up-regulation of BDNF and trkB expression in injured neuromuscular systems (27, 56) suggest that this neurotrophic factor is involved in regeneration and recovery after injury. In the present experiments, BDNF treatment of axotomized SNB motoneurons, with a dose known to reverse the effects of axotomy in adult facial motoneurons (49), prevented loss of ARir after 1 week. This result suggests that BDNF acts directly on the SNB motoneurons to regulate AR expression. The differing effects of BDNF and NT-4 on the same motoneurons raise the possibility of differential processing of these two neurotrophins at the trkB receptor. This differential processing of the neurotrophin signal might be the result of different binding determinants between the two ligands (59) or differences in dimerization between different forms of the full-length and truncated trkB receptor (60), or both. Although a direct BDNF action on motoneurons is reasonable, given the available data, it is also possible that BDNF acted on other cells (e.g., Schwann cells) to alter ARir in SNB motoneurons indirectly.

The inhibitory effect of GDNF on ARir was surprising. The same dose of GDNF has previously been found to reverse axotomy-induced changes in adult motoneurons (31). Further work is needed to determine whether the inhibitory effect of GDNF is dose-related and whether other lines of evidence (e.g., expression of GDNF and its receptor in the SNB system) support a role for GDNF in regulation of AR in vivo.

Previous reports have implicated glucocorticoid (61) and estrogen interactions with neurotrophins in the CNS (9, 62). Stress induces changes in BDNF and neurotrophin-3 mRNA levels in the hippocampus, presumably in response to changes in levels of glucocorticoids (63, 64). Estrogens and neurotrophins are implicated in reciprocal interactions in the developing CNS (9, 65). Estrogen receptors colocalize with the low affinity p75 and with trkA and trkB mRNA in specific forebrain cells (11, 66, 67). NGF treatment, of rat PC12 cells or neocortical explants in vitro, causes an up-regulation of estrogen binding (10, 11). In PC12 cells, dorsal root ganglion cells, and basal forebrain, estrogen regulates trkA receptor (10, 68, 69). Similarly, estrogen regulates BDNF mRNA in hippocampus (70). Differential estrogenic regulation of these neurotrophin receptors is thought to modulate the sensitivity of the CNS to neurotrophins during development and in adulthood, and neurotrophins such as NGF may underlie the developmental regulation of estrogen receptors in the cortex.

Our results extend previous work and demonstrate neurotrophin regulation of steroid receptors in vivo, in an experimentally tractable neuromuscular system (compare with ref. 7). These results raise the question of the functional role of protein trophic factors in regulation of nuclear receptors, and about the reciprocal relation between steroids and trophic factors in the intact CNS. Further work is needed to determine the molecular mechanisms by which protein trophic factors regulate levels of steroid receptors, whether these or other trophic factors are required for expression of steroid receptors, whether there is redundancy in the trophic factors that modify expression of steroid receptors, and what
role trophic factors play in determining the temporal and spacial distribution of steroid receptor expression in the CNS.
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